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1. Ion transport in fuel cell systems

-the rate of ion transport through the electrolyte  ∞  current flow

nj : molar rate of transfer of the ion through the electrolyte

zj : charge number of the ion (z = 1 for H+, z = -2 for O2-)

-transfer of ions through the electrolyte

(i) mass diffusion: a result of a concentration gradient

mass flow rate of the j ion in the x, y, z directions



→ three equations

(-) sign: mass transport in direction of decreasing conc of j

Dj,i : mass diffusivity coefficient of j in the I direction

∂처 /∂xi : concentration gradient of j in the I direction

(ii) Convection: a result of the net motion of the electrolyte (e.g., 

stirred liquid solutions)

vi: solution velocity field vector



(iii) Migration: by an electrical potential difference

All modes together → Nernst-Plank equation governing ion transport





→ mobility is a function of ionic charge, operating temp, pressure, ionic 

concentration, ion size.

-Despite the equation, mobility typically increase with T due to a 

decrease in the viscosity of electrolyte, which increase diffusivity

-Mobility of ions in solutions: 10-3 ~ 10-4 cm2/Vs at 25°C

-Using mobility

In static electrolyte systems, vi = 0

-At open-circuit conditions in a static electrolyte, the diffusion and 

migration transport will balance each other, so there is no net-current

-Liquid viscosity



• Conductivity



(1) Solid polymer electrolytes

-ion mobility  is a result of an electrolyte solution integrated into an 

inert polymer matrix

Most solid electrolytes: perfluorinated

ionomers with a fixed side chain of

sulfonic acid bounded covalently to

the inert, but chemically stable, polymer

polytetrafluoroethylene(PTFE) structure

→ two sub-structures:

(a) hydrophilic and ionically conductive phase that absorbs water

(b) hydrophobic and relatively inert polymer backbone which provide 

chemical stability and durability

e.g. Nafion: when hydrated, H3O
+ - SO3

- groups enable motion of H+

ions



-two modes of transport

(a) Under low water content, proton 

transport is dominated by a vehicular 

mechanism or diffusion, where proton 

transport is direct, and by purely physical 

means

(b) With high hydration in the electrolyte, 

a proton hopping, a Grotthus mechanism is 

observed, with concomitantly higher 

effective proton conductivity. Protons 

“hop” from one H3O
+ to another along a 

connected pathway in the ionomer 

structure

-Ionic conductivity is related to the clustering of the sulfonic acid side 

chain groups and hydration level

-Equivalent weight of ionomeric membrane,  EW(g/eq) = 100k + 446     

k: # of tetrafluoroethylene groups per polymer chains



-EW↑ → inert backbone↑

-higher EW: (a) higher durability, (b) lower ionic conductivity, (c) 

reduced membrane water uptake and swelling, (d) higher reactant 

solubility due to reduced water content

-EW for FC electrolytes: typically 800~1200

-Nafion 11X: representing EW of 11 x 100 or 1100

X: dry electrolyte thickness in thousandths of an inch

112: 0.002ʺ (51μm) with 1100 EW

→ lower EW: better low-humidity performance due to higher moisture 

uptake

-Water uptake (λ): water molecules per sulfonic acid site

λ = H2O / SO3H

~30 for EW of 900,  ~20 for EW of 1100

-For contact with a gas-phase flow stream, the water uptake of Nafion 

1100EW at 30°C

λ = 0.043 + 17.18a – 39.85a2 + 36.0a3 for 0< a ≤1

a = RH(relative humidity) = yvP/Psat(T)





Example 5.1 Water Uptake in Nafion 

Plot the expected water uptake in Nafion as a function of RH and 

include Schroeder’s paradox uptake value of 22 at 80◦C and a water 

activity of one for liquid water.



-Nafion ionic conductivity: 

strongly related to the hydration level,

temp effect → Nafion 1100EW over 25~90°C and full humidity range

RH>0.6: water weak bonding to sulfonic acid

→ unbound-like water



Example 5.2 

Determine the ohmic drop through a Nafion 112 electrolyte in a 

50% RH environment at 80◦C, 1A/cm2.



(2) Ceramic electrolytes

-SOFC(solid oxide fuel cell): O2- ions passed from cathode to anode via 

oxygen vacancies

→ ionic mobility : 2~3 orders lower than polymer or liquid

e.g. YSZ (yttria(Y2O3) stabilized zirconia (ZrO2) → high T is required 

for adequate oxygen ion conductivity

-YSZ: mixed (electronic and ionic) conductivity, but electrical 

conductivity is nearly negligible for typical operating conditions in the 

SOFC





Example 5.3 Ohmic Losses in SOFC as a Function of Electrolyte 

Thickness 

Plot an ohmic-only polarization curve for a SOFC with 

(ZrO2)0.92(Y2O3)0.08 electrolyte at 1000◦C for a 50-, 100-, and 300-

µm-thick electrolyte and an OCV of 0.997V. That is, ignore kinetic  

and concentration polarization losses. Assume neat hydrogen and air 

at 1atm back pressure is used.



(3) Liquid electrolytes (AFC, MCFC, PAFC)

-AFC(alkaline FC), MCFC(molten carbonate FC), PAFC(phosphoric acid FC)

-ionic conductivity depends on the mobility and charge of the ionic 

species (solvated by strong dipoles of water)

-Charged particle in a potential vector field of strength dφi/dx = E → a 

motive force F = zjeE,  e: 1.602 x 10-19 C, z: charge on the ion

-In the steady state, a spherical ion moving in a viscous field has a 

friction retarding force

F = 6πνrjzjv,   ν: viscosity(=η), r: ion radius, v: ion velocity 

-maximum velocity of ion under electric field force 



-Ionic conductivity in liquid electrolyte is a function of the following

(a) Ionic concentration: optimal ion concentration (ion-ion interaction at 

high conc.)              concentration↑ → σ↑

(b) Ionic mobility: related to viscosity, radius, ion charge number

(c) Temperature through viscosity

(d) Atomic radius: effective ionic radii (including solvating water)

(e) Ion charge: higher conc → higher σ. However, higher charge → 

water solvation↑ → increased effective radius → mobility↓



2. Electron transport

-mostly ignored in fuel cell due to littile contribution to the overall FC 

polarization

-this may not be true including (a) a poorly assembled cell, (b) an 

aged cell with some oxidation on current collector contacts

-electrical conductivity



3. Gas-phase mass transport

(1) General Diffusion

-average diffusion coefficient is a function of 

(a) Other species present. Other molecules will collide with the 

diffusing species and different the net rate of motion

(b) Number of molecules, which corresponds to pressure. Number of 

molecules↑ → collisions↑ → average diffusion coefficient↓ 

(c) Velocity of the molecules, which is proportional to temperature

(d) Size and mass of molecules

-diffusion is a spontaneous process that is a result of 2nd law of 

thermodynamics → maximum velocity

Fick’s law of diffusion

For 1-D, 

Dj: 0.1 cm2/s (gases), 10-5 cm2/s (liquids), 10-10 cm2/s (solid-state, but 

strong function of temp → 15 orders of magnitude)



-diffusion of gases into solid polymers: ~10-8 cm2/s (liquids)



-diffusion coefficient in mixture

-Transient diffusion → Fick’s 2nd law

-characteristic time of diffusion, τd (time for diffusion to reach a given 

distance δ)

• Calculation of binary gas-phase diffusion coefficients

-using molecular dynamic theory

-for fuel cell with gas-phase reactants, effective binary (two-species) 

diffusion coefficient from kinetic theory



-for greater accuracy for hydrogen → using molecular volumes (V)



Example 5.6 Characteristic Times for Gas-, Liquid-, and Solid-

State Diffusion 

Estimate typical characteristic times for a gas into gas, a gas into a 

liquid, a gas into a solid, and a gas into a polymer to diffuse a 

distance of 1 mm. 



• Multicomponent diffusion approaches

-mixed species (more than two species)

(a) Mixture property approach. e.g. N2, O2, H2O in cathode.

determine mole fraction of the constitutes using saturation pressure,

evaluate diffusion coefficient,

evaluate the mixture diffusivity using molar averaging

(b) Ignore inert species approach → simply ignore inert species

(c)  Stefan-Maxwell approach

Stefan-Maxwell equation for multicomponent diffusion flux

(x-direction)





Example 5.7 Estimation of Diffusivity of Hydrogen and Oxygen 

in Water Vapor 

Estimate the diffusivity of hydrogen in water vapor and oxygen in 

water vapor at 1 atm and 307 K and compare with experimental 

data in Table 5.4.



(2) Gas-phase flow in porous media

-gas with electrodes or gas diffusion layer in PEFC → porous nature 

inhibits the diffusion rate by

(a) porosity: zero porosity (gas diffusivity zero), one porosity (bulk 

diffusivity)

(b) Tortuosity (구불구불한굽이): effective average path length 

through the porous media compared to direct linear path → more 

tortuous the path → the longer the effective path length → greater 

reduction in the effective diffusivity

-the effective diffusivity for 

gas-phase flow in porous media





• Gas-phase limiting current density and diffusion resistance





Example 5.8 Calculation of Gas-Phase Transport Limited

Current Density through Diffusion Media

Calculate the oxygen and hydrogen gas-phase transport limiting

current density in a hydrogen PEFC for the anode and cathode

sides at 80◦C, 2 atm pressure operation with fully humidified gas

streams and high stoichiometry. Assume the anode

5.3 Gas-Phase Mass Transport 221

and cathode diffusion layers are 300 µm thick with 70% porosity.

Ignore the catalyst layer restriction in this problem.



(3) Knudsen(크누센) diffusion

-for diffusion through very small pores → Knudsen diffusion 

dominant at small pore sizes where wall interactions become 

significant → adding “wall viscosity”, which acts to retard motion

-key parameter in Knudsen diffusion is the average path length of the 

molecules between collisions → path length ≈ pore diameter → wall 

interaction (Knudsen diffusion) is important

-mean free path length (for gas)







(4) Liquid-phase diffusion

-Table 5.4 and 5.5 → diffusion coefficient of gas in liquid to fall 10-5

cm2/s range → in fuel cell, gas diffusion (i) in liquids occurs between 

the gas phase and liquid electrolyte, (ii) flooded condition in PEFC, 

(iii) liquid fuel in DMFC(direct methanol fuel cell)

-diffusion in liquids is so slow relative to gases → Stokes-Einstein 

equation used to establish liquid diffusion coefficient



Example 5.10 Liquid Layer Penetration Time 

Estimate the time required for oxygen to penetrate and diffuse 

across a 10-µm liquid film on a catalyst in a partially flooded PEFC 

at 80◦C.



(5) Diffusion through a polymer electrolyte

-why important in PEFC? 

(i) The catalyst is typically covered in a thin electrolyte layer, so that 

high diffusivity of reactants in the electrolyte is desired

(ii) Reactant crossover through the electrolyte reduces open-circuit 

voltage and efficiency, so that low diffusivity of reactants in the 

electrolyte is desired

-low EW polymers that absorb more water will have higher gas-phase 

species diffusion coefficient than higher EW electrolytes

-diffusivity of water vapor into PEFC nafion electrolyte is function of 

the water uptake 





(7) Surface diffusion

-gas molecules absorb onto a solid surface (physically or chemically) 

→ physical adsorption (highly mobile), chemisorption (not directly 

mobile, but move via a hopping mechanism)

-gas across the surface



(8) Diffusion summary



4. Single-phase flow in channels

(1) Pressure drop

(i) Frictional loss

(ii) Consumption of reactant

(iii) Production of species

(iv) Two-phase flow or blockage 

(i) Frictional losses: the ratio of momentum to viscous loss = 

Reynolds number Re

Re = ρVdh/μ,

V: velocity, ρ: fluid density, μ(or η): fluid viscosity

dh: hydraulic diameter (=4Ax/Pw), 

Ax: cross-sectional area of flow

Pw: length of the perimeter w

For round channels (radius r)

dh = 4πr2/2πr = 2r



For rectangular channels (width w, height h)

dh = 4wh/(2w + 2h) = 2wh/(w + h)

-For Re < 3000 in an internal channel → the flow laminar

(uniform streamlines & locally steady flow)

Re > 3000, turbulent flow

-Fuel cells: highly laminar 

-the cause of the pressure drop for internal flow is the viscous 

interaction with the wall

Shear force at the wall for a Newtonian (laminar) fluid is proportional 

to the fluid strain and is related to fluid viscosity

Fwall = τA = Aμ(du/dy)

A: surface area of contact between the fluid and the wall

du/dy: slope of the change 

in velocity with distance 

from the wall                                                    



-To overcome shear force imposed by the channel walls and viscous 

walls → the flow experience pressure drop along the channel

Fwall ↑ → ∆P↑

-In open-filed flow

Turbulent → steeper du/dy 

→ higher ∆P (pressure drop)





6. Heat generation and transport

(1) Heat generation

-In fuel cell, still considerable heat generation

high T SOFC → heat dissipation is not major issue 

-For low T PEFC, heat generation is challenging

(i) In combustion engine, ~80% waste heat is removed by exhaust gas 

flow. In PEFC, waste heat is removed by coolant → additional burdens 

on the system

(ii) Heat transport rate ∞ temp difference between heat source to the 

ambient → lower heat rejection rate in low T fuel cell

-heat generation flux in a fuel cell to be related to the current and the 

departure of cell voltage from the thermal voltage





(2) Single-phase heat transport

• Conduction: heat transfer resulting from intermolecular collisions 

→ Fourier’s law of heat conduction (analogue to Fick’s law of mass 

diffusion)





-For solid, thermal conductivity is a combination of a transport of free 

electrons and vibration of bound lattice atoms

kt = ke + kl

-for electrical conductors such as metals, electronic conductivity 

portion dominates. 

Thermal and electrical resistances can be correlated by the 

Wiedemann-Franz law

-for electrical insulators (such as electrolyte), lattice vibration thermal 

conductivity dominates.

The more ordered and crystalline the structure is, the greater the 

thermal conductivity

For gases, thermal conductivity increases with temp

→ for fuel cell, thermal conductivity of H2 is 5~10 times greater than 

for air or water vapor → greater fraction of heat is transported through 

anode than through cathode flow



• Convection: internal correlations and definitions

-mass and heat transport in fuel cells is not only by diffusion and 

conduction → convection is important

-convection: a result of the motion of the fluid field 

(i) Forced convection: fluid motion that is a result of forced input, such 

as a fan or pump

(ii) Natural convection: a result of density gradient in the flow which 

cause motion

-heat flux from a surface at temp, s, to a fluid at temp, m





-Nusselt number: thermal conductivity and length scale of heat transfer 

to the convection coefficient



-Thermal entry length for laminar flow



Example 5.17 Estimated Temperature Gradient inside a PEFC 

Consider a typical PEFC operating at 0.6 V generating around 0.6 

W/cm2 waste heat flux. Determine the expected temperature 

gradient from the 400-µm-thick cloth DM to the cathode catalyst 

layer, assuming 50% of the waste heat is removed from the cathode 

side.


